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Associated Websites

● Dr Paul Craddock - London

Bio

Dr Paul Craddock is a cultural historian and author based in London. He is a Science

Museum Group Senior Research Associate (SMGSRA) and an Honorary Senior

Research Associate of UCL’s Division of Surgery. He teaches 1st Year module Video

Production for Mobile Devices on the Imperial Horizons Programme.

Spare Parts: An Unexpected History of Transplant

Surgery

Book Synopsis

We think of transplant surgery as one of the medical wonders of the modern world -- but

it's a lot older than you think. As ancient as the pyramids, its history is even more

surprising. In Spare Parts, cultural historian Paul Craddock takes us on a fascinating

journey and unearths incredible untold stories, from Indian surgeons regrafting lost

noses in the sixth century BC, to the seventeenth century architect who helped pioneer

blood transfusions, to the French seamstress whose needlework paved the way for

kidney transplants in the early 1900s.
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Expertly weaving together philosophy, science and cultural history, Spare Parts explores

how transplant surgery has constantly tested the boundaries between human, animal

and machine. It shows us that the history -- and future -- of transplant surgery is tied up

with questions not only about who we are, but also what we are, and what we might

become.

A Little More on the Content of Spare Parts

Skin Transplant
● The first transplants were those of the patient’s own skin….the skill was already

known in ancient India and recorded in the Vedic scriptures. It then re-emerged in

16th century Europe, where the demand for nose reconstruction was high due to

being regularly lost in wars and duels, mutilating punishments, and syphilis. The

nose reconstruction was done by making a cut on the arm and pressing it to a

face wound where the lost nose used to be, the patient had to keep the position

for a number of weeks. The wounded skin healed and the skin of the arm grew

attached to the face, an approach learned from agriculture, where “grafting” was

a standard practice. A doctor by the name of Leonardo Fioravanti and his

trainees and successors popularized the method.
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Early Medicine

● The medicine of the 16th-17th centuries was in the process of changing. The

university education of medicine was based on Aristotle and first and foremost on

the Roman-period physician Galen. It had a number of flaws, those of theoretical

and those of practical nature. The practical problem was that Galen only

dissected animal cadavers (human corpse dissection was forbidden by Roman

law), which resulted in certain anatomical mistakes.

Blood Transfusion

● The idea of blood transfusion had difficulties being accepted not only because of

the technical limitations and blood type incompatibilities, but also because the

concept of adding blood, especially the blood of someone else, seemed…wrong.

That was why the first blood transfusions were attempted between humans and

young sheep, because a lamb of God is at least pure and innocent…the blood

coagulated during transfusion and not much of the sheep’s blood reached its

recipients, who then went to claim to have been invigorated.

Vivisection

● New research into blood circulation is also where the cruel practice of vivisection

started in Europe. The main “model organism” in such surgery experiments was

the dog, and the practice continued into the 20th century… A master of torturing

animals became Richard Lower, now recognised as a pioneer of blood

transfusion. He…didn’t believe that animals suffer any pain.
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Tooth Transplants

● Tooth transplants were popular in 18th century England, but also in the

USA…rich people with teeth rotten from eating too much candy paid starving

poor children and young adults to have their healthy teeth pulled and grafted

straight into the buyers’ gums. Besides being cruel and evil, the method had

absolutely no benefit even for its paying customers, at least in the medical sense.

Of course the grafted teeth never grew in and eventually fell out, there was no

difference between using sterilized cadaver teeth as practiced elsewhere, and

“live” tooth transplant, except in latter case for the cruelty towards the “donor”

and the danger of infection for the rich customer which sometimes ended deadly.

Eventually, porcelain teeth became an accepted standard and the…practice

fizzled out by the beginning of the 19th century.

Heart Transplant

● Christiaan Barnard, who completed the alleged first heart transplant, was a South

African surgeon who was a narcissist seeking to win a race, he broke many

ethical rules to get there, and most importantly: the heart transplant…was of no

use to his patients and likely shortened their lives. To beat the competition in the

US, Barnard took advantage of South African laws where death was determined

not by cessation of heart beat (the concept of brain death didn’t exist yet), but by

signatures of two doctors. So a female traffic accident victim donated her heart

while it was still beating because Barnard bullied his colleagues into operating;
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the donor could have even survived, but then neither she nor the transplant

recipient did.

● In itself, a heart transplant was no big surgical skill, after the vascular

anastomosis technique was established by Alexis Carrel. What was needed to

perform a heart transplant (or any major heart surgery) in the first place, was a

bypass machine for external blood oxygenation, so the patient doesn’t die during

the operation when their heart isn’t beating. That machine was developed,

among others, by the Dutch physician Willem Kolff, who previously designed and

successfully applied the world’s first ever dialysis machine – an artificial kidney.

Reviews

● A Medical History of Transplant Surgery That's Not for the Squeamish - The New
York Times
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